
Transitions
By Bryon Neaman, MBA, CPA, CGMA, CIA

T
his year will mark a change for AHIA and its New Perspectives on 
Healthcare Risk Management, Control and Governance and NP Digital 
Insights journals. Ken Spence will step down from his role as Editor-
in-Chief of AHIA’s professional journals, after 12 years of dedicated 

service, officially retiring in October 2017.

It all started in back in 2005, when Ken agreed to serve as the editor and 
visionary for our award-winning professional journal, New Perspectives (NP). His 
credentials included an extensive academic medical center background as a 
healthcare internal audit and compliance practitioner, advocate and writer.

Under Ken’s expert guidance, New Perspectives won its first awards, found new 
audiences and established itself as one of AHIA’s most valued and important 
member benefits. Ken went on to establish a sister publication, NP Digital 
Insights—our bi-annual, online-only, offshoot of New Perspectives.

I am continually amazed by our AHIA membership community who use 
innovation, collaboration and service to create meaningful impact in the 
healthcare arena. Ken has played a large role in inspiring us all. Every time 
I read an issue of NP or Digital Insights, I am confident that our readers 
can fulfill their own missions by utilizing the knowledge and information 
provided by our professional journals, to operate at a higher level of 
professionalism.

Additionally, Ken made numerous contributions to AHIA through the years 
when he was a practicing internal auditor, having served twice on the AHIA 
Board, including as the 2003 Chairman. In 2015, he was the first and only AHIA 
member to ever receive the AHIA Lifetime Achievement Award.

It is a tall order to ensure AHIA’s professional journals support its mission 
and remain responsive to the evolving needs of the AHIA membership and 
the profession at large. AHIA will be eternally grateful to Ken for his vision, 
achievements and careful stewardship in making this our reality!

Our new Editor-in-Chief is Mike Fabrizius, recently retired from the Carolinas 
HealthCare System after an extensive career as a healthcare internal audit 
practitioner and leader. Mike is a long-time AHIA member, active in a variety of 
volunteer positions, including Chair of the Board of Directors of AHIA in 2011, 
and most recently, Committee Chair of the Editorial Board, which provides 
oversight and guidance to our professional journals.

He will officially take over the direction of our journals in October. “Ken made 
them some of the top trade journals in the world. They are recognized as 
the first and best professional journals for healthcare internal auditors. I look 
forward to sustaining that status,” he said.

The AHIA Board has appointed a new Editorial Board Chair, Robert Michalski. 
Bob is a long-time member and volunteer, including serving as Chairman of 
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From the Chair



We should not tolerate unethical behaviors and practices, but consider them a clarion call to step up 
to our responsibility to promote virtuous conduct. Deploying a systematic disciplined approach with 
a commitment to integrity and accountability, internal auditors will continue to conduct independent 
and objective evaluations. Uncovering the truth can be a difficult endeavor, but we internal auditors are 
uniquely positioned through our training and mindset to discern the actual facts.

As I write my last column for New Perspectives, I’m fully confident that Mike Fabrizius, as the new editor, will 
carry this torch for NP and for our profession.

Enjoy this issue of New Perspectives and continue to stand tall as a professional and do the right thing. 

Stand Tall and Do the Right Thing – continued from page 4
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the Board of Directors in 2013. Bob says “I look forward to supporting the goal of advancing healthcare 
internal audit knowledge and skills through our publications.”

Thank you for reading AHIA publications. We are proud of our publishing history and our editors and look 
forward to building on Ken’s foundation. We plan to continue to be chosen for our quality and relevance, 
and to deliver many “new perspectives” to you. 
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